C signal, and indicate the age of the fish. This complex technique is heavily dependent on good sampling technology, and on an understanding of the structure of a lungfish scale.
Lungfish scales consist of layers, linked around the margin and formed in successive strata, not related to the age of the fish. The outer surface of the scale consists of heavily mineralized tissue, possibly a form of bone (Zylberberg 1988 ). The inner part, known as elasmodin (Schultze 1996) , is thicker than the mineralized tissue, and dries hard in scales removed from the fish. Elasmodin is not a form of bone and is not mineralized in the Australian lungfish. It consists of layers made of bundles of thick collagen fibrils interspersed with cells (Kemp 2012 ). The scale is like a flat pearl, with the oldest part of the scale deep inside the structure, and the youngest parts on the outside and around the margin. The inner and outer layers meet at the margin of the scale. James et al. have seemingly misinterpreted the scale structure, and decided that the underside was bone and that the mineralized tissue on the outer surface had to be removed. The outer layer, which they describe as the "organic protein layer," and which interfered with their readings, was carefully removed. This is actually heavily mineralized and more likely to be sufficiently inert, even in a dead fish, to be suitable for a technique based on 14 C residues. The material that they describe as "dense lamellar bone," while it may be laid down in layers, is not bone, but is a cellular soft tissue subject to metabolic activity in a living fish, and vulnerable to bacterial attack and postmortem degradation when the fish is dead, or if the scale has been removed from the fish.
Scale development is initiated in lungfish on the trunk, midway between the head and the tip of the tail (Kemp 2012) . The measurements described by James et al. were based on tissue taken from several scales recovered from a lungfish found dead on the bank of the Burnett River. They chose, correctly, the oldest scales for analysis and the most suitable region of each scale. The mineralized outer layer was discarded and samples were removed from the center of the scale, where growth began, to the anterior margin, apparently through the whole thickness of the elasmodin.
This sampling technique left them with plugs of elasmodin, which they treated with sodium hydroxide to make it softer. Alkaline treatment of a cellular connective tissue would have had the A Kemp effect of removing protein, and leaching out carbon, including any 14 C present, further reducing potential readings from a material already affected by degradation in a dead lungfish. In addition, each successive sample took material from the oldest part of the elasmodin, deep within the tissue, and from the youngest part, on the surface. I realize that soft tissues are often used for carbon dating. However, using the whole thickness of the elasmodin of the lungfish scales, each point would give at best an unreliable average of the age of the fish, and not an accurate absolute age. This method is not a dependable way of assessing the age of a mature lungfish, and will give no insight into the population structure among wild specimens.
